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ITC SERVICES

CUSTOMER STORY:
Signbox sign with ROCC for efficient IT Infrastructure

Signbox have signed with IT Infrastructure specialists ROCC after experiencing poor
performance with their server based email and CRM system.
The specialists at ROCC promptly developed a solution for the Signbox team which
concentrated on a phased plan to improve business performance without major upheaval, all
within a sensible budget. The assignment was quickly progressed with the migration to
ROCC’s Hosted Exchange service enabling the server to be optimised for performance of the
CRM system.
“ROCC have proved really efficient and easy to deal with and our IT infrastructure is now
more reliable and resilient.”
Signbox MD, Mark Bartlett
ROCC successfully delivered within the set time frame and budget and the system was put in
place along with on-going support that will develop as Signbox continues to expand their
business.
“It’s been great working with Signbox and we look forward to supporting their growing
business in the future with new technology solutions.”
ROCC Business Manager, Andy Westhead

About ROCC
For over 20 years, ROCC has been involved in many high - profile IT projects in software and
infrastructure. Today, focusing on its chosen niche markets, ROCC continues to provide IT excellence
for over 200 clients both in the Private and Public sectors. ROCC expertise ranges from Infrastructure
projects to software solutions for Social Housing, Highways, Environmental and Waste Management
throughout the UK and increasingly in other European countries.
ROCC operates out of offices in Brighton.
About Signbox
UK-based Signbox is a leading signage specialist with over 30 years’ industry experience.
With intelligent design and application, the company consistently delivers award-winning visual
communication strategies via traditional and pioneering signage methods across a number of market
sectors, including corporate, education, healthcare, retail, hotel and leisure.
With a proven formula based on contemporary design, technical innovation and engineering
excellence, Signbox’s holistic approach continues to put the company at the forefront of architectural
signage. Sourcing and implementing cutting edge technologies and high quality sustainable materials,
the company is renowned for delivering powerful interior and exterior signage projects for a diverse
range of global brands in the UK, Europe, the Americas and the Far East – all of which are compliant,
future-proof and visually arresting.
From concept to delivery, Signbox’s design team and installation specialists can create and execute
bespoke signage installations from an eclectic range of high-end solutions and services that enable a
brand to express itself in any environment.
For more information, please contact: Mark Bartlett, Signbox
Tel: +44 (0)1784 497550
Email : mark@signbox.co.uk
www.signbox.co.uk
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